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Various pathogenic variants in both mitochondrial tRNAPhe and Pheny-

lalanyl-tRNA synthetase mitochondrial protein coding gene (FARS2) gene

encoding for the human mitochondrial PheRS have been identified and asso-

ciated with neurological and/or muscle-related pathologies. An important

Guanine-34 (G34)A anticodon mutation associated with myoclonic epilepsy

with ragged red fibers (MERRF) syndrome has been reported in hmit-

tRNAPhe. The majority of G34 contacts in available aaRSs-tRNAs com-

plexes specifically use that base as an important tRNA identity element. The

network of intermolecular interactions providing its specific recognition also

largely conserved. However, their conservation depends also on the invari-

ance of the residues in the anticodon binding domain (ABD) of human mito-

chondrial Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase (hmit-PheRS). A defect in

recognition of the anticodon of tRNAPhe may happen not only because of

G34A mutation, but also due to mutations in the ABD. Indeed, a pathogenic

mutation in FARS2 has been recently reported in a 9-year-old female patient

harboring a p.Asp364Gly mutation. Asp364 is hydrogen bonded (HB) to

G34 in WT hmit-PheRS. Thus, there are two pathogenic variants disrupting

HB between G34 and Asp364: one is associated with G34A mutation, and

the other with Asp364Gly mutation. We have measured the rates of tRNAPhe

aminoacylation catalyzed by WT hmit-PheRS and mutant enzymes. These

data ranked the residues making a HB with G34 according to their contribu-

tion to activity and the signal transduction pathway in the hmit-PheRS-

tRNAPhe complex. Furthermore, we carried out extensive MD simulations to

reveal the interdomain contact topology on the dynamic trajectories of the

complex, and gaining insight into the structural and dynamic integrity effects

of hmit-PheRS complexed with tRNAPhe.
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Introduction

A critical step, which determines the accuracy of pro-

tein biosynthesis and normal operation of correctly

assembled macromolecules, is the delivery of the cog-

nate amino acids to the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases

(aaRSs). The aaRSs are therefore arguably among the

most important components of the biosynthetic

machinery within the cell, since they covalently attach

appropriate amino acids to the corresponding nucleic

acid adaptor molecules tRNA, which ensures the fide-

lity of translation of the genetic code [1].

The human cell contains two independent genomes

both of which need to have the encoded information

translated into proteins, namely the nuclear (n-) and

mitochondrial (mit-)DNA. The mit-DNA is a smaller

genome that is present in multicopy within the mito-

chondrial network and encodes a different set of genes

to those in the nucleus. These include 13 open reading

frames for proteins within the oxidative phosphoryla-

tion complexes, the 22 tRNAs needed to translate

these open reading frames, and two ribosomal RNA

species [2]. With the exception of GIyRS and LysRS,

cytosolic and mitochondrial aaRSs are encoding by

different nuclear genes, while in mammalian cells they

are encoding by the same genes [3]. In other cases,

however, eukaryotic mit-aaRSs exhibit higher homol-

ogy to bacterial enzymes than to cytosolic counterparts

from the same organism [4].

Mitochondrially localized aaRSs (mit-aaRS) have

been of considerable clinical interest since mutations

have been identified that cause distinctive disease phe-

notypes dependent on the particular mit-aaRS. The

last two decades have accumulated both clinical and

diagnostic data, indicating that mutations in either the

substrate mit-tRNA or in the mitochondrial aaRS can

lead to diverse presentations of mitochondrial disease

[5-19]. More than 200 point mutations have been iden-

tified in mitochondrial genes, the vast majority of

which are associated with diverse forms of neurologi-

cal diseases [20-22]. Interestingly, despite accounting

for only 5–10% of the mit-DNA over half of the

detected mutations occurred in tRNA genes and are

responsible for the majority of mitochondrial diseases

[22]. Pathogenic variants have been reported in 17 of

the 19 mitochondrial aaRSs genes [17]. Although these

mutations cause a variety of clinical presentations,

many with neurological involvement [8,16,23], the ini-

tial reports described very specific, restricted symptoms

that were associated with a particular mit-aaRS. For

example, the first of these mutations to be identified

was in Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase mitochondrial pro-

tein coding gene and presented with characteristic

leukoencephalopathy with brain stem and spinal cord

involvement, and elevated lactate [24]. In contrast,

mutations in mit-ArgRS and mit-TrpRS result in intel-

lectual disability [25]. Symptoms associated with muta-

tions in other mit-aaRSs include hypertrophic

cardiomyopathy, epileptic encephalopathy, and liver

disease [5-6,25]. An increasing number of patients

demonstrate that clinical manifestation, disease bur-

den, and the patterns of which tissue is affected can be

indicative of a mutation in a particular mit-aaRS, per-

mitting clinicians to predict with a high probability the

affected mit-aaRS from the symptoms alone [6,19].

Since the function of the mit-aaRS is the same in all

tissues, and the loss of quality control in mitochon-

drial protein synthesis would be expected to reduce

oxidative phosphorylation and therefore ATP levels in

all tissues, it makes these different patterns of tissue-

specific expression particularly intriguing. The molecu-

lar consequences of the individual mutations in

mit-aaRS could alter their 3D structures and/ or enzy-

matic activities; however, the relationship between

these changes and the resulting clinical manifestations

remains largely unclear. As a result, mitochondrial

aaRSs, mit-tRNA genes, and their products have

emerged as essential molecular targets for comprehen-

sive biochemical and genetic screening across different

human populations.

Comprehensive analysis of the existing aaRSs-tRNA

crystal structures showed that the majority of anti-

codon tRNA guanine (G) interactions in various

aaRSs-tRNAs complexes specifically use it as an

important tRNA identity element [26,27]. This has rel-

evance also from the crystal structure of human mito-

chondrial Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase (hmit-

PheRS) complexed with tRNAPhe. The hmit-PheRS

consists of three structural domains: a unique N-termi-

nal domain, a class II catalytic domain (CD), and

ABD (Fig. 1) [28-30]. The extensive net of stacking

and hydrogen bonding intermolecular interactions is

formed specifically by Guanine-34 (G34) with the anti-

codon binding domain (ABD) of hmit-PheRS

[28,31,32]. Moreover, mode for stereo-chemical recog-

nition of G34, belonging to the anticodon triplet, is

not unique among other aaRSs, and it had been

imbedded through a process of convergent evolution.

This format for selecting G, in many way similar to

each other, must therefore be robust [27]. The primary

recognition of tRNAPhe by hmit-PheRS is accom-

plished via an interaction of G34 with Phe366 (equiva-

lent to Tyrb731 in Tt-PheRS) and with Asp364,

Ser375, and Arg414 (Fig. 2A) [28,32]. Stacking interac-

tion between G34 and the phenyl ring of Phe366 is

complemented by the formation of hydrogen bonds
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between the carboxylic groups of the Asp364 with N1

and N2 atoms of G34 (Fig. 2A). Moreover, Ser375

also establishes a H-bond with O6 of G34 (3.2 �A). The

hydrogen bond between the N7 atom of G34 and the

guanidinium group of Arg414 contributes to further

stabilization of the anticodon loop interacting with

ABD. The ABD residues Asp364, Arg414, and Ser 375

belonging to hmit-PheRS are either invariant or well

conserved in ABDs of various bacterial PheRSs.

Moreover, a stacking interaction between benzene ring

of Phe366 (or its analog in other aaRSs) and guanine

base, coupled with the net of hydrogen bonding inter-

actions formed by aaRSs residues with N1, N2, N7,

and O6 atoms of G34, appears to be a common mech-

anism for recognizing anticodon guanine [27]. The

contribution of A-35 and A36 from the anticodon tri-

plet to recognition tRNAPhe by hmit-PheRS is insignif-

icant, and they are considered as minor determinants

for aminoacylation tRNAPhe [28,32]. It is, therefore,

very interesting that a naturally occurring of G34A

Fig. 1. Overall crystal structure of hmit-

PheRS in complex with tRNAPhe (open,

‘active’ conformation). (A) Ribbon

representation of the hmit-PheRS–tRNAPhe

complex. The N-terminal region, the

catalytic domain (CD), the linker region, and

the ABD are colored blue, green, pink, and

yellow, respectively (PDB Code 3TUP); (B)

the WT crystal structure of hmit-PheRS

(close ‘inactive’ conformation). PDB Code

3CMQ. Figure 1A reproduced from Ref.

[28]. Panels were prepared using program

PYMOL [49].

Fig. 2. Primary recognition of Guanine-34 from anticodon triplet of tRNAPhe by ABD of hmit-PheRS. (A) The contacts of G34 with key amino

acids from ABD as revealed by the crystal structure of hmit-PheRS complexed with tRNAPhe; (B) the modeled contacts of mutant A34 with

ABD of hmit-PheRS. Hydrogen bonding depicted by the dashed lines. Panels were prepared using program PYMOL [49].
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point mutation in hmit-tRNAPhe has been identified as

causative for the mitochondrial condition, myoclonic

epilepsy with ragged red fibers (MERRF) syndrome

[33]. The severe loss in aminoacylation efficiency pro-

vides evidence that G34 serves as an identity element

for hmit-PheRS [34]. A defect in decoding of pheny-

lalanine triplets can also arise from a dysfunctional

Phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase mitochondrial protein

coding gene (FARS2), encoded by hmit-PheRS, and

indeed, a 9-year-old female patient harboring a

p.Asp364Gly mutation in the FARS2 gene has been

reported recently. A girl born to consanguineous

South Asian parents whom presented with a progres-

sive spastic paraparesis and developed increasing bul-

bar difficulties affecting speech and feeding on her

teenage years.

Here, we present the in-depth analysis of changes

induced by various mutations in the ABD area of

hmit-PheRS that are involved in primary recognition

of tRNAPhe anticodon loop. We have measured rates

of tRNAPhe aminoacylation by WT hmit-PheRS and

four mutant versions. These data provide evidence that

specific nucleotides in the tRNA and amino acid resi-

dues within the hmit-PheRS are absolutely crucial for

the signal transduction pathway in the aaRSs-tRNA

complex. Although X-ray structures of such complexes

provide very important information regarding the

hydrogen bonding network and salt bridges at tRNA–
aaRSs interfaces, the inclusion of molecular dynamic

(MD) correlations provides a more detailed picture of

the network topology and possible deviations from

time-averaged intermolecular pictures. In combination

with high-resolution crystal structures of wild-type

hmit-PheRS alone and complexed with mit-tRNAPhe

[27,28], we have performed extensive MD simulations

to reveal the inter-residue contact topology on the

dynamic trajectories of hmit-PheRS, caused by the

reported point mutations. Furthermore, we have ana-

lyzed the dynamic behavior of residue–residue commu-

nication networks in the presence and absence of the

tRNAPhe.

Results

Kinetic study of functional activities of Hmit-

PheRS mutants

To establish the rules governing recognition between

partner macromolecules hmit-PheRS and tRNAPhe in

the ABD area, and to explore the effect of breaking

the hydrogen bonds between G34 and amino acids in

the environment of the ABD, we measured of the

aminoacylation activity of the tRNAPhe by WT hmit-

PheRS and its mutated variants (Fig. 3 and Table 1).

To keep the dynamic characteristics and main-chain

flexibility of the hmit-PheRS structural fragments that

form hydrogen bonding with G34, the Ser375 and

Arg414 residues have been replaced with Ala. Thus,

the pathogenic mutant Asp364Gly and three specifi-

cally designed mutants Arg414Ala, Ser375Ala, and a

double mutation (Arg414Ala, Ser375Ala) were used to

reveal the molecular basis of the G34 recognition by

hmit-PheRS. Kinetic experiments showed a dramati-

cally reduced activity of the mutated Asp364Gly vari-

ant: in fact, this hmit-PheRS mutant did not show any

detectable aminoacylation activity (Fig. 3A). Defects

in aminoacylation of this mutant linked directly to a

loss of hydrogen bonding interactions between two

carboxyls of Asp364, and N1 and N2 atoms of G34

(Fig. 2B). The loss of these specific interactions makes

the mutated variant Asp364Gly inefficient in tRNAPhe
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Fig. 3. Phe-tRNAPhe formation by wild-type hmit-PheRS and its

mutant forms. Aminoacylation activity was measured by

incorporation of [14C]Phe into tRNA. No detectable aminoacylation

of tRNAPhe with mutant Asp364Gly PheRSs could be seen in the

experiment.

Table 1. Relative activity of Phe-tRNAPhe formation by wild-type

hmit-PheRS and its mutant forms. Aminoacylation was measured

by incorporation of [14C]Phe into tRNAPhe. Aminoacylation activity

for WT hmit-PheRS and its specifically designed mutated variants.

N.D. (not detectable) aminoacylation of tRNAPhe with mutant

Asp364Gly PheRSs seen in experiments.

Enzyme Relative activity (%)

W.T. hmit-PheRS 100

hmit-PheRS S375A 71.6

hmit-PheRS R414A 31.5

hmit-PheRS S375A/R414A 6.0

hmit-PheRS D364G N.D.
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recognition and leads to severe problems in formation

nascent polypeptide chains. It is of interest that having

only one stacking interaction between G34 and aro-

matic ring of the Phe366 does not guarantee the recog-

nition of tRNAPhe by hmit-PheRS.

Kinetic characteristics of the three mutated enzymes

are shown in Fig. 4. These data reveal that all three

specifically designed hmit-PheRS variants are capable

of catalyzing the aminoacylation of its tRNAPhe, albeit

with significant variations in their efficiency. The

resulting functional activity of the Ser375Ala mutant

turned out to be similar to the activity of the WT pro-

tein (Table 1). The reason is that the polar Ser375, via

the OG atom, establishes only one hydrogen bond

(among the five hydrogen bonds stabilizing the posi-

tion of G34) with O6 of G34 (3.2 �A), so structural sta-

bility, as well as recognition of tRNAPhe by alanine-

substituted analog, was relatively affected. The

Arg414Ala mutant displayed considerable reduction of

the aminoacylation activity as compared to WT and

Ser375Ala variants. The guanidinium group NH1 of

Arg414 forms two hydrogen bonds with O6 and N7 of

G34. Further, the availability of two hydrogen bonds

between the side chain of Arg414 and G34 confers an

important role on this residue, which contributes sig-

nificantly to the recognition process and stabilization

of the contacts between ABD and anticodon loop of

tRNAPhe. It is clear from the acquired kinetic data,

however, that the contribution of Asp364 to the recog-

nition of the anticodon loop of tRNAPhe by ABD of

hmit-PheRS, and to the formation of a stable complex

proved to be of critical importance, when compared to

the double mutant (S375A/R414A), or any other

mutation leading to disappearance of hydrogen bond-

ing with O6 and N7 atoms of G34.

Molecular dynamic simulation of the wild-type

hmit-PheRS and its mutants

As mentioned above, mutations in mit-aaRSs can fre-

quently be phenotypically recognized, such that clini-

cians can specifically identify the affected enzyme.

Impaired aminoacylation activity of various mutated

aaRSs has been demonstrated experimentally [9]. The

expansion in exome and whole-genome sequencing has

identified an increasing number of mutations in mit-

aaRSs. Such mutations have been found also in the

ABD of hmit-PheRS. These may be considered as cru-

cial since they result in the disturbance of primary

recognition of the tRNA anticodon loop and, as a con-

sequence, cause a severe loss of aminoacylation effi-

ciency in the active site of aaRSs, where the 30 CCA
terminus of tRNAs should be located. The separation of

the G34 (anticodon loop) and A76 (CCA at the 30-end
of tRNAPhe) in hmit-PheRS is ~ 80 �A. Thus, it is essen-

tial to investigate perturbations in this region to gain

insight into the signal transduction from the anticodon

loop to the active site area of aaRS and to examine pre-

cisely how mutations affect this process. Considering

the dynamic characteristics of hmit-PheRS [28,29], when

ABD and CD proceed through the ‘open’ and ‘closed’

conformations of induced fit with tRNAPhe to give rise

the productive complex, the trajectories of mutual adap-

tations of mutated variants of hmit-PheRS and tRNA

are not apparent even in the presence of the WT hmit-

PheRS complexed with tRNA coordinates at atomic

resolution. The X-ray coordinates typically provide

averaged in-time and ensemble-averaged snapshots of

the dynamic process of hmit-PheRS–tRNAPhe complex

formation. In the case of hmit-PheRS–tRNA complex,

the MD simulation gives insight into this longstanding

problem and helps in understanding the role of muta-

tions in the relative displacement of ABD and the CD

upon tRNA binding. Thus, using this method we will be

able to follow the time-dependent pathways from inac-

tive ‘closed’ to active ‘open’ conformations and back,

for WT hmit-PheRS and the mutant forms. This will

permit an appraisal of the stability thresholds for pro-

ductive hmit-PheRS–tRNAPhe complex formation.

Fig. 4. The MD simulations for the WT hmit-PheRS and disease-

causing mutated variant Asp364Gly. To compare the result with

the WT hmit-PheRS dynamics, a superposition of three structures

is shown: the WT open state (light-green) and the ‘closed’ inactive

conformation (deep-green) of the WT protein; deep-orange cartoon

corresponds to the variant Asp364Gly on its pathway toward the

‘closed’ state. The 50-ns snapshot of the 100-ns dynamics

trajectory of the Asp364Gly is shown. This conformation of the

CAM and ABD looks as the predominant mode of the mutant’s

biased/altered dynamic behavior, thereby reducing the efficiency of

tRNA aminoacylation that occurs in the open active conformation

(green). Panels were prepared using program PYMOL [49].
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We performed the 100-ns MD simulations for both

the WT hmit-PheRS and mutated Asp364Gly variant.

Snapshots for the MD of Asp364Gly mutant stopped

at 50 ns on the pathway trajectory, since after ~ 20 ns

the CD undergoes rotation toward the ‘closed’ inactive

conformation (Fig. 4, deep-green) of the WT protein,

and no longer changes a given state. In the dynamic

two-domain system (CD and ABD), the hinge type

rotation occurs around residues Ser322-Lys323. The

transition from a ‘closed’ to an ‘open’ conformation in

this case may be presented as a rotation of the ABD

around CD, or the CD around ABD. The second type

of rotation is presented in Fig. 4, demonstrating that

the CCA-end of tRNAPhe is emerging from the active

site of the Asp364Gly mutant. Such a mutual arrange-

ment of the CD and ABD looks to be the predomi-

nant dynamic behavior (Fig. 4, conformation in

brown) of the mutant, thereby reducing the efficiency

of tRNA aminoacylation. A similar dynamic behavior

has been observed in the Pro49Ala mutant of hmit-

PheRS: Its ABD and CD preferably demonstrate

‘closed’ configuration less accessible for tRNA binding

[9]. It is of note that mutations in different domains

ABD and CD induce dynamically similar states in the

protein conformational space.

Insight into the dynamic relationship between CD,

ABD, and tRNAPhe and two functionally different

forms of hmit-PheRS (free and complexed with tRNA)

can be attained by the dynamic cross-correlation maps

using elastic network models (ENMs) [35-37]. The

stereo-chemical conformations and flexibility of both

proteins and tRNAs are completely defined by cova-

lent and hydrogen bonds. These constraints can be

modeled as linear spring connections between spatially

proximal representatives in a variety of coarse-grained

ENMs. Thus, the two structural domains CD and

ABD together with tRNA are represented by an elastic

network of its components connected by springs. This

approach makes it possible to draw conclusions about

the stability of both free hmit-PheRS and that com-

plexed with substrate tRNA.

The MD calculations presented in Fig. 5 clearly

illustrate that the mean intradomain correlation of

atomic motions serves as a quantitative criterion of the

domain structural independence and dynamic integrity.

At the same time, the CD (light blue arrow) and ABD

(green arrow) modules that possess a high level of

internal stability and are covalently connected by an

extended polypeptide segment demonstrate functional

integrity and strong interdependence. Dynamic transi-

tion from the closed ‘inactive’ (panel A) to the open

‘active’ conformation (panel B) is accompanied by an

increase in the internal stability of CD and ABD

modules. This is most clearly manifested in the forma-

tion of a complex between hmit-PheRS with its cog-

nate tRNAPhe (orange arrow, panel C).

The appearance of less organized and diffuse pat-

terns seen in Fig. 5 (panel A) suggests the presence of

many cross-correlated low-amplitude fluctuations in

the CD/ABD hmit-PheRS molecule. It is reasonable to

assume that a given representation is the consequence

of the large number of contacts between CD and ABD

in the inactive ‘closed’ conformation (panel A). In the

extended open ‘active’ conformation (Fig. 5, panel B),

the CD and ABD modules, connected by flexible inter-

domain polypeptide linker, rotate around the hinge

joint and move along uncorrelated independent trajec-

tories. The hmit-PheRS dynamic behavior may be con-

sidered as a movement of two rigid-body modules (CD

and ABD), around a short polypeptide stretch integral

to this region. Two large yellow squares representing

domains CD (12–310) and ABD (324–415) are clearly

visible on Fig. 5 (panel B). Fluctuations in the 300–
324 (panel B) correlate with the dynamics of the CD/

ABD domains. Moreover, detailed analysis of the

MD/ENM data for the first three slowest fluctuation

modes has identified residues 315–319 as a hinge

region. Therefore, the region 311–323 serves as a

dynamic interface between CD and ABD.

The MD calculations for the hmit-PheRS–tRNAPhe

complex represent a very simple and pronounced

modular pattern (Fig. 5C). The tRNAPhe anticodon

region centered on G34 (dense region indicated by

red arrow) forms an extensive network of dynamic

cross-talk interactions between charged residues

located at the CD/ABD interface region. There is

exceptionally high mobility of the structural domains

CD and ABD in hmit-PheRS, which is not common

for other aaRSs [28-29,38]. Despite this mobility,

upon binding tRNAPhe the complex demonstrates

remarkable simplicity in the cross-correlation map

(Fig. 5C). The fluctuations visible in panels A and B

(Fig. 5) turned out to be very small, practically indis-

tinguishable (panel C), and the majority of the hinge

sites/residues disappear in this map. Thus, due to the

overall stabilization of the complex the cross-correla-

tion map demonstrates remarkable simplicity of its

dynamic characteristics.

Based on ENM calculation, it is reasonable to con-

clude that Asp364 appears as a hinge residue, in fast

fluctuation modes of the ‘active’ hmit-PheRS confor-

mation when the protein has still not complexed with

tRNA. Indeed, data analysis of MD trajectories con-

firms that the surface residue Asp364 is significantly

less flexible than the Arg414 or even the Ser375

located inside of the ABD.
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Vibrational analysis: interface backbone flexibility

of PheRS ABD

Applying MD simulations to the wild-type hmit-PheRS

and its mutated variants, we have revealed important

conformational characteristics and intramolecular

interactions within the ABD, a domain responsible for

primary recognition of the tRNAPhe and subsequent

signal transmission to the active site, to start the

aminoacylation reaction. Data analysis and interpreta-

tion of series of snapshots led us to the conclusion that

wild-type hmit-PheRS and those mutants that demon-

strate a comparatively high level of aminoacylation

activity retain the open state conformation, as has

been observed for in complex with tRNA. These con-

clusions are strongly supported by small-angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) data [29]. SAXS experiments were

carried out on the WT enzyme complexed with

tRNAPhe, and ‘inactive’ variant, when K33 and T351

were substituted with cysteines, thereby generating the

‘inactive’ conformation of hmit-PheRS [29].

MD contact patterns at the interface between anti-

codon loop of tRNAPhe and ABD of hmit-PheRS

reveal highlights of the natural motion of the molecular

binary system, and can be used as a complementary

tool for the analysis of both experimental and dynamic

structures with a selectively modified interface. These

allow us to monitor the relaxation process when atoms

are moving from their original positions. Oscillation

patterns suggest (Fig. 6) the behavior of two sets of

backbone atoms belonging to the ABD as a whole, and

these residues that exposed to the interface, differ sig-

nificantly from each other. The initial conformation of

the interface formed by tRNAPhe bound to hmit-PheRS

was taken as the reference point. The graphs display

rmsd of the atoms located in this area that refer to WT

hmit-PheRS ABD (Fig. 6A) and mutants: Ser375Ala

(Fig. 6B), double-mutant Arg414Ala and Ser375Ala

(Fig. 6C), and Asp364Gly (Fig. 6D) along the first

10 ns of the simulation. As a control, we also presented

the mutant Asp289Tyr (Fig. 6E). Residue Asp289 is

located at the interface of CD and ABD, and at a

Fig. 5. Dynamic cross-correlation maps calculated using MD/ENM

methods for PheRS-tRNA residues and nucleotides. Strong

residue–residue corresponds to +1 (yellow), while regions of

anticorrelated (�1) fluctuations are colored dark blue. The numbers

along horizontal and vertical axes correspond to PheRS (12-415,

panels A, B, C). The structural and dynamics integrity within the

CD (light blue arrow) and the ABDs (green arrow) increase from a

closed, ‘non-active’ conformation of hmit-PheRS (A) to the open

‘active’ state (B), and reaches its maximum, making complex with

tRNA (orange arrow, C).
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Fig. 6. The oscillation patterns of atoms

located at the interface between ABD of

hmit-PheRS and tRNAPhe. Presented are the

rmsd fluctuations of backbone atoms

belonging to the residues exposed to the

interface vs. all backbone atoms of ABD; (A)

ABD of WT hmit-PheRS; (B) ABD of

Ser375Ala mutant hmit-PheRS; (C) ABD of

Arg414Ala and Ser375Ala double-mutant

hmit-PheRS; (D) ABD of Asp364Gly mutant

hmit-PheRS; (E) For comparison, we

present the oscillation pattern for a

mutation Asp289Tyr [9] located within

amino acid sequence between CD and

ABD.
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distance from the synthetic active site and the interface

between ABD and anticodon loop of tRNAPhe [9]. The

curves were obtained after averaging several MD tra-

jectories for each mutated variant, and conformational

stability of the bound-like state was defined as the per-

centage of simulation time during which the backbone

atoms of ABD exposed to the interface remain close to

those observed in tRNA-bound conformation (within

0.15 nm rmsd). The WT PheRS ABD visits the bound-

like state conformation more frequently than that asso-

ciated with Asp364Gly and Arg414Ala mutants. The

MD demonstrated that the WT is trapped in the

bound-like conformation for a significantly longer per-

iod of time as compared to those in mutated variants.

Time evolution of the ABD interface backbone confor-

mation (during first 20-ns window of 100-ns MD)

reveals the transition from bound-like to an unbound

(relaxed) state. As can be seen in the Fig. 6A, the irre-

versible transition, that is, the ‘distortion’ of the start-

ing conformation of the WT protein, occurs in ~ 11 ns,

such that during this period, the interface area fluctu-

ates around the initial conformation, deviating from it

on average no more than 1.5 �A. As a control, we mea-

sured the interval of conformational transitions for

mutant Asp289Tyr [9] that is not exposed to the inter-

face area. The relaxation time for Asp289Tyr was

~ 10 ns. The irreversible transition for mutant Ser375-

Ala occurs in a relatively shorter period of time – 8 ns

Fig. 6B. In the case of a specifically induced double-

mutant Arg414Ala and Ser375Ala Fig. 6C and the dis-

ease-causing mutation Asp364Gly [39] Fig. 6D, the

interface area goes into irreversibly relaxed state very

quickly during 1–2 ns.

Discussion

Based on the fast kinetic experiments, fluorescence

titrations, and ultracentrifugation analysis, Krauss

et al. [40] hypothesized that binding of tRNA by aaRSs

proceeds in two steps. The initial bimolecular step is

rapid and has a broad specificity, whereas the second

unimolecular step is related to conformational changes

and more precise adjustment and/or recognition. Broad

specificity is associated with electrostatic interactions

that are considered as the major driving forces upon

the formation of any aaRS-tRNA complex, and navi-

gate tRNA toward the ABD of aaRS [40-42]. The sec-

ond unimolecular step is related to conformational

changes and more precise adjustment/recognition of

tRNA. It is the second stage that has a decisive influ-

ence on the functional characteristics of aaRS, that is,

on the efficacy of aminoacylation. Since most aaRSs,

upon tRNA binding, recognize specifically only few

nucleotides, it is understandable that mutations of

nucleotides belonging to the anticodon triplet are toler-

ated less well, strongly affecting aminoacylation activ-

ity, and so are less common [12,34]. A non-

synonymous replacement of the key nucleotide in this

triplet prevents the formation of the correct net of

hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions, thereby

reducing or eliminating the primary recognition of a

mutant tRNA by the corresponding aaRS. The major-

ity of class II aaRSs approach the tRNA anticodon

loop from the major-groove side, and the anticodon

bases have to protrude out to form base-specific con-

tacts with aaRS [43]. By contrast in PheRS, also struc-

turally belonging to class II [44,45], such contacts exist

on the minor groove side of the anticodon loop, and

bacterial tRNAPhe keeps the conformation of the anti-

codon loop relatively similar to that of free tRNAPhe,

thereby maintaining its almost undistorted conforma-

tion [32]. Ling et al. [34] investigated the impact of the

pathogenic mutation G34A on both global tRNA

structure and different steps in translation. A signifi-

cant observation that has been interpreted by the

authors is that the impact of the G34A anticodon

mutation does not affect global folding of tRNAPhe,

and displays the same migration pattern as the WT

G34 tRNAPhe, thereby indicating that appearance of

adenine instead of guanine at the anticodon triplet does

not change the 3D structure of tRNAPhe. From this,

we can conclude that the adenine base will be associ-

ated with the benzene ring of phenylalanine by a stack-

ing interaction, and further connected with the amino

acid residues of hmit-PheRS capable to the formation

of the hydrogen bonding net in the same way as gua-

nine. These two interaction modes are suggested to be

responsible for the primary recognition of both WT

G34 and mutated A34 version of tRNAPhe by hmit-

PheRS. Analysis of mutant-dependent relaxation pro-

cesses indicates that mutations present in residues

exposed to the interface will destabilize the formation

of primary recognition of the anticodon loop of tRNA,

and subsequent signal transduction to the active site.

Depending on their location in the polypeptide

chain of hmit-PheRS, some mutations can minimize

aminoacylation activity, as happens with the double-

mutant Arg414Ala and Ser375Ala, or completely inac-

tivate the enzyme, as is the case with Asp364Gly

(Fig. 3). In contrast, the pathogenic G34A mutation

within the anticodon loop of the substrate tRNAPhe,

and associated with the MERRF syndrome, decreases

the aminoacylation activity of hmit-PheRS by 100-fold

(Fig. 2B) [34]. This mutation is accompanied by the

loss of one hydrogen bond between OD2 atom of

Asp364 and C2 atom of the adenine base. The
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Asp364Gly mutation in the hmit-PheRS results in the

loss of two hydrogen bonds between Gly364 and G34

(Fig. 2A). Thus, we may conclude that the starting

conformation of the disease-causing mutant,

Asp364Gly, is the least stable. The specifically induced

double-mutant Arg414Ala and Ser375Ala, which

breaks three hydrogen bonding contacts (Fig. 2) with

G34 (or with A34 in the mutated tRNAPhe [34], also

contribute significantly to the destabilization of the ini-

tial bound-state conformation. For comparison (and

control), the Tyr289 mutation is also shown, which

does not lead to very fast destabilization (Fig. 6E). In

this case, the relaxation time (12 ns) is almost the same

as in the native protein. Accordingly, we may conclude

that Asp364 belongs to the small set of the residues

providing the precise adjustment of hmit-PheRS and

tRNAPhe complex formation, and replacing it with

another amino acid may be critical for normal func-

tioning of the enzyme.

By analyzing such a complex network of tRNA

recognition by aaRSs, we come to the conclusion that

loss of a one hydrogen bond in tRNAPhe anticodon

recognition by Asp364Gly mutant as compared to the

G34A mutation in mit-tRNAPhe may lead not only to

a complete inactivation of the hmit-PheRS, but also to

a different disease phenotype. Thus, mutations of

hydrogen bonding between OD1 and OD2 carboxyls

of Asp364 from hmit-PheRS, and N1 and N2 of G34

from substrate tRNAPhe side at the WT hmit-PheRS,

may cause pleiotropic effects. This suggests that a sin-

gle molecular function of primary mitochondrial

tRNAPhe recognition by hmit-PheRS may have a con-

sequence on multiple biological processes.

Materials and methods

Construction of plasmids for expression of hmit-

PheRS mutants

The gene encoding wild-type hmit-PheRS cloned in pET21a

(Novagen, Madison, WI, USA) was used as a template.

The plasmids encoding the mutant variants were prepared

using the Transfer-PCR method https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/pubmed/24395359).

The primers used to generate mutants are listed below,

with the exchanged bases underlined. S375A mutation used

hmit-PheRS_S375A_F (50-CATCCAAAGACGCACAAGA

CCGCTCACTGCTACCGCATCACGTAC) and PetRev

(50- ATGCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGGT). R414A muta-

tion used hmit-PheRS_R414A_R (50- GGTGGTGCTCGA

GTCATCAGAAAGCGCCCTCCACACCCAACAGCTG)

and T7 (50- ATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGG). For

generation of the double mutant (S375A/ R414A), primers

hmit-PheRS_S375A_F and hmit-PheRS_R414A_R (de-

scribed above) were used. The mutated plasmid D364G

was prepared with the Stratagene QuikChange mutagenesis

kit (Agilent Technology, Santa Clara, CA, USA), accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions, using two comple-

mentary primers. The next primers were used to generate

hmit-PheRS-D364G F (50 CCTGGAAAAGGTTGATC

TCATAGGCAAGTTTGTACATCCAAAGACGC) and I

(50 GCGTCTTTGGATGTACAAACTTGCCTATGAGAT

CAACCTTTTCCAGG).

Purification of the mutated mitPheRS

Escherichia coli Rosetta DE3 strain cells (Novagen) were

transformed with the various plasmids and cultured at

37° C in 1 L batches of LB medium supplemented with

100 µg�mL�1 ampicillin to an OD of 0.6 at 600 nm. The

cells were then induced with 1 mM IPTG and cultured

overnight at 37° C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation

at 3000 g for 30 min, disrupted with a French Press, and

then centrifuged (100 000 g for 30 min) to remove cell deb-

ris. Enzymes were purified by chromatography on a 5 mL

HiTrap heparin-affinity column (25 9 16 mm; GE Health-

care, Marlborough, MA, USA), followed by a

600 9 16 mm size-exclusion HiLoad Superdex 200 column

(GE Healthcare). Purified samples were concentrated and

dialyzed against buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 100 mM

NaCl, 7 mM MgCl2, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 1 mM

EDTA). Purified protein was stored in small aliquots and

flash-frozen at 193�K.

The tRNA aminoacylation assay

The activity of the mutated hmit-PheRS variants (S375A,

R414A, and S375A-R414A) was tested in reaction mixtures

containing 30 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8.5, 15 mM MgCl2, 5 mM

ATP, 40 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 4 µM L-[3 H]Phe,

4 µg�µL�1 mix E. coli tRNA, and 0.1 µg�µL�1 of mutated

hmit-PheRS protein. At the appropriate times, aliquots

(5 µL) were spotted onto Whatman filter paper impreg-

nated with 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA). Then, the filters

were extensively washed with 5% TCA, and TCA-insoluble

radioactivity was measured by liquid scintillation counting.

Computational methods: MD and elastic network

model

The WT hmit-PheRS and all mutants were subjected to

MD simulations (as described in [9]) with a limited

~ 100 ns. MD trajectories generated by computational pro-

tocols have revealed a series of conformational changes and

global (interdomain) motions/fluctuations. It should be

noted that the 100-ns time range used for the ~ 400 amino

acid protein like hmit-PheRS does not guarantee that all
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available conformations were found. The conformational

space of most macromolecules studied today is incom-

pletely sampled due to computational feasibility, which in

turn limits the ability to analyze and reveal the functional

properties of the systems being examined [46].

The ENM is a collection of methods for sampling and

analysis of correlated and anticorrelated, thermally accessi-

ble fluctuations in macromolecules [35]. The ENM meth-

ods based on statistical mechanics enables the

representation of global and local molecular motions as a

spectrum of slow and fast modes. In this study, we have

used the Gaussian network model (GNM), which is the

simplified ENM assuming that all fluctuations are isotro-

pic [35,36]. Pairwise distances in space between structural

units (amino acids and nucleotides) are approximated by

the Kirchhoff adjacency matrix, and nonbonded interac-

tions are defined by an appropriate single-parameter har-

monic potential [37].

The ProDy open-source Python package [47] was used in

GNM calculations. We have applied a protocol similar to

that used for tRNA molecules both in free and synthetase-

bound states [48]. The hmit-PheRS Ca and tRNA phos-

phate atoms were used to construct Kirchhoff matrices and

to build contact maps, with the cutoff distance of 20 �A

applied to the PheRS structure (PDB code 3CMQ) and the

PheRS-tRNA complex (PDB code 3TUP). The cross-corre-

lation maps were build using ProDy and Matplotlib python

libraries.
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